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FROM AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

CHALLENGES
• There is still a fear of travel amongst many, especially to destinations to which
they need to fly in.
• Fear is not only for the virus itself but for the risk of being kept in quarantine if
there is a case of Covid-19 in the travelling group or on the same flight, and of
medical bills and repatriation arrangements if a Covid-19 flare up results in a
lockdown in the destination.
• Too much uncertainty with new regulations, restrictions and new lockdowns
cropping up every day. Latest lockdowns in cities in the UK, Portugal, Germany,
Luxembourg and Israel, not to mention long haul destinations.

CHALLENGES
• Millions have lost their jobs or part of their income. Disposable income is less,
and for many a holiday abroad is either not affordable or not a priority at this
time.
• Millions more have used up their days of paid leave for 2020 to avoid going
on unpaid, hence they do not have days off to enjoy a holiday abroad.
• Children who should have had their exams in May/June are now having their
exams in August/September and consequently this is another reason why
family holidays abroad in Summer 2020 are being cancelled.

CHALLENGES
• Several governments are investing many millions in marketing campaigns as
well as subsidy schemes or tax incentives to encourage their citizens to holiday
within their own country.
• For those still wishing to go abroad, governments are recommending that
travels should be restricted to neighbouring countries and regions easily
reachable by land transport.

CHALLENGES
• Many airlines are still undecided which routes they will operate, and capacity
being put on the market is less than half what it was at this time in 2019.
• Several airlines are on the brink of bankruptcy; same story for several tour
operators.

• Many tour operators have written off Summer 2020 and are only planning for
Summer 2021. In the meantime, they are shedding staff and going to 25/30
hour week for others, many still working from home.

CHALLENGES
• Tour Operators with hotel investments in Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Egypt,
Tunisia are desperately trying to channel any bookings to own properties.
No hotel in Malta & Gozo is owned by a foreign tour operator.
• Demand for Conventions and Meetings business is at an all time low and will
need a year or two to start recovering.
• English Language Learning travel is also suffering due to the reasons
mentioned earlier.
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